Term 1 Week 3 – Sentence Writing (Wednesday)

Learning Goals:
* I can use a capital letter for the start of a sentence.
* I can use a punctuation mark at the end of a sentence.
* I can use a capital letter for proper nouns.

Write five separate sentences, with each sentence containing a proper noun. Ensure the sentences are interesting.

Topics that the sentences must be about are:
1. movie
2. planet
3. game
4. city or state
5. person’s name

1. I went to see Dady's Home with Dean and house.

2. I want to go to Jupiter because I want to see the rings.

3. I love Boom Boom balloon because it is so fun case you don't know when it will pop.

4. NSW is the best state and it is so good because it is very big.

5. Louise is my sister and I love her. She is so nice.